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Pulpdent is a family owned and operated 
dental research and manufacturing company 
established in 1947. Pulpdent is committed 
to its founding principles of education, 
prevention and proactive dental care so that 
people can live healthier and more productive 
lives.

Pulpdent’s research and product development 
is directed toward unlocking nature’s healing 
powers with bioactive materials that mimic 
the physical and chemical properties of tooth 
structure, behave favorably in the moist oral 
environment, and maximize the potential for 
remineralization.

Pulpdent’s founder, Dr. Harold Berk, practiced dentistry 
for almost 65 years and taught on the faculty of Tufts 
University School of Dental Medicine from 1946 to 
2005. Dr. Berk’s core principles continue to guide the 
company:

“I start with the least invasive treatment plan, and if it 
should fail, there is always the option to take the next 
step.”

“I have learned that nature has tremendous healing 
powers, and one of my responsibilities is to create an 
environment that is favorable for the natural healing 
process.”

WHO WE ARE

FOUNDING PRINCIPLES



Click the product image or 
logo for more information.

Click the video play button 
to see the products in action.

Restorative Dentistry

Prevention / Hygiene

PRODUCT RESOURCES

FlectaTM 
Disposable Mirrors

https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/lime-lite-enhanced/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/activa-presto/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/tuff-temp-plus/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products-category/activa/?noredirect=true
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/activa-presto/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/lime-lite-enhanced/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/tuff-temp-plus/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/embrace-wetbond-pit-fissure-sealant/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/embrace-varnish/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/embrace-wetbond-pit-fissure-sealant/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/embrace-varnish/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/flecta-disposable-mirrors/
https://www.pulpdent.com/pulpdent-products/flecta-disposable-mirrors/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHeubp7bTf4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g8mPXLMI1v4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWZYCjmoRrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00dZXHks1PA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZj7JSpVIRA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RsPu0bpLtDw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7sHeznhMwc


Click the social media logos 
or icons to access our digital 
resources.

Thank you for your interest in partnering 
with Pulpdent. We look forward to connecting 
with you soon!

MEDIA REACH

MEET THE TEAM

HASHTAGS
#Pulpdent 
#PulpdentEdu 
#BioactiveDentistry 
#RestorativeDentistry 
#DentalHygiene 
#Dental
#ACTIVA10
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